PROCESS FOLLOWED

ABOUT THE GAME

DATA COLLECTION

PROBLEM AREA

USER TESTING

Understanding
student’s mental
health and factors
affecting it
through desk and
user research
among parents,
teachers, students
and child
psychologists.

Defined the
intervention
target to focus on
preconditioning
students to deal
with stressors and
raise general
awareness.

All ideas were
prototyped and
tested with users
and psychologists
to evaluate the
engagement vs
learning outcomes.

DATA SYNTHESIS
Funneled down to
the second largest
cause of stress
among studentsAcademics to
articulate the
triggers and needs.

IDEATION
Upon defining the
vision, the
brainstorming
phase explored
from product,
virtual reality, game
to toolkit design, etc

‘The Warrior in You’ is a game design created to create a safe space
for students to practice and explore healthy coping mechanisms
while enabling parents to understand their kids better through the
choices they make in the game.
The game is based in The Kingdom Kokoro that has been attacked
by demons who have stolen the kingdom’s peace elements- Fire,
Water, Earth and Wind. Four bravest warriors of the kingdom have
taken an oath to save their land and its people by bringing the
elements back. Through the journey the players have to role play as
their selected warrior personas. They must face choice based
demon situations and perform tasks designed to set into practice
healthy coping means in order to ensure their warrior’s high
well-being to win the game.

SETTING UP THE GAME

2-4
players

NUMBER OF PLAYERS
The game requires a minimum of 2 players to play the game and
has a maximum limit of 4 players.

STUDY OBJECTIVE
The study objective is to assess the effect of academic stressors that range from family and
personal expectation, peer competition, school atmosphere to societal demands at large
affecting students’ mentally, physically, emotionally and cognitively. The aim is to identify its
implications on their coping mechanisms as they grow into adulthood. Considering the effect of
these stressor begin to take shape into mental health problems by the age of 14, the study
intends to precondition students to inculcate healthy coping mechanisms. The study provides a
game design solution to introduce primary grade students to coping mechanisms and initiate
conversations within households to accept each student’s coping capabilities. Based on this, it
provides a pathway for expanding the intervention into other avenues such as schools and
psychologists’ clinics for optimum child development.

10+
age

40
mins

AGE GROUP
The game is designed to be a family board game which can also
be played with friends and a age group criteria of 10 and above.

TIME PERIOD
Since the game is based on role-playing and actively performing
tasks, a normal session would require 40 minutes to complete.

GAME COMPONENTS & THEIR PSYCHOLOGICAL STRATEGY
MAIN BOARD

WELL-BEING COINS

The main board has a path that leads the warriors into the palace. The path is made up
of steps that include blank steps, power boosts (yellow), demon traps (red), challenge
steps (blue grey) and islands.

The well-being coins can be earned by completing challenges, landing on
power boosts on the board and winning the demon island battles. Coins
must be placed on the warrior board after earning them.

PALACE BACKDROP

RULE BOOK & PARENTS’ GUIDE

The palace backdrop comes with a stand and needs to be placed upright behind the
board. The palace doors have spots reserved for the warriors, the one to reach first to
last take place from left to right.

The rule book that guides the players through the gameplay as well as a
parents’ guide that helps parents understand their child’s psychology
better based on their choices to provide better support.

WARRIOR PAWNS & BOARDS

CHALLENGE CARDS

There are 4 warrior characters in the game- Layla, Athena, Maximus and Alessandro personified with
strengths and weaknesses based on the major traits found in students such as inability to focus, fear of failure,
difficulty to express emotions and self-doubt these are mentioned on the each warrior’s board. Table below
details their personas, elements and abilities created to make them relatable and normalize struggles.

Each warrior also has their set of challenge card deck that must be placed face down on the
warrior board. There are 5 types of challenge card activities- sensory, imagination, decision
making, imitation, talk therapy and assistance; designed to channelize creativity, express
emotions, share experiences and problem solve.
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CHARACTERS

LAYLA

ATHENA

MAXIMUS

The huntswoman.
Goal Element ‘WIND’:
coping mechanism
‘MINDFULNESS’ to
deal with distractions
and overworking.

The Gladiator.
Goal Element ‘FIRE’:
coping mechanism
‘RESILIENCE’ to build
strengths and not let
weakness define him.

The Swordsman.
Goal Element ‘WATER’:
coping mechanism
‘EMPATHY’ to express
emotions and allow
self to make mistakes

STRENGTHS

• Environmental
Observation
• War Strategy

• Compassion
• Make war tools
& equipment

• Decrypt people’s
mind & emotions
• Detective Strategies

• Understand animals
• Leadership &
Decision making

WEAKNESSES

• Extremely timid
• Constantly worries

• Easily distracted
• Overworking

• Lacks confidence
• Undermines powers

• Cannot face failure
• Cannot express
emotions

ABOUT

Connect and bond with the
other warriors. Demonstrate
a tradition you would like to
start with them.

Move 2 steps back if you fail!

Move a step back if you fail!

SENSORY
ACTIVITIES

IMAGINATION
ACTIVITIES

DECISION MAKING
ACTIVITIES

Make the
players use
their senses to
observe the
environment to
build narratives
& mindfulness.
Use creativity
to find joy all
around.

Associate
situations with
the character’s
strength/weakness to think
out ideas as a
way to verbalize
their pains and
needs and build
self-esteem.

Understand the
repercussions
of the choices
on their
warriors’
well-being and
goals to
prioritize and
problem solve.

ALESSANDRO

The Archeress.
Goal Element ‘EARTH’:
coping mechanism
‘REASSURANCE’ to
deal with self-doubt
and timid persona.

The king wants you to work
endlessly to win. Pick a path.

Build your strengths. Look
outside a window nearby,
narrate any 3 things that
caught your eye and why.

Skip a turn to take time
Please the king

+2

+3 Steps -2

The King was sent a threat
by the demons. Copy the
pose for the time given to
send him your strength!

Be a pillar of inspiration
to all the warriors! Tell a
story of the time you did
a brave deed.

Face your fears to grow!
Ask another warrior an
advice on something you
have been struggling with.

Lose a well-being coin if you fail!

Lose a well-being coin if you fail!

Helping warrior gains +1 well-being!

IMITATION
ACTIVITIES

ASK FOR HELP
ACTIVITIES

TALK THERAPY
ACTIVITIES

Make kids
imitate easy
and fun yoga
poses
associated to a
warrior’s
persona and
situational need
like strength,
peace, etc.

To ask for help
through the
warrior’s mask;
works both
ways for adults
and kids to
think creatively
together and
build empathy.

Experience
sharing can be
very difficult
but when
characterized
into role plays
enables
exploring
different
perspectives.

DEMON ISLANDS & CARDS
There are 5 demon islands boxes each consisting of 6 battle cards. The battle cards are placed inside the island box and are choice based situations. Instead of right and wrong choices for a situation they are
evaluated based on the effect on the warrior’s well-being. Given below is an example of the island box battle situation and the psychological reasoning behind each choice.

Volcano of
Doubt

The demons’ attack
has caused you severe
wounds but they won’t
stop, they are going
for the palace.

i

Tend to the wounds first and
then plan your move ahead

ii

First attack demons and
then tend to your wounds

iii

Ask for a warrior to back you
up till you tend to wounds

1. Prioritizing well-being for better results
2. Putting yourself and well-being at risk,
as it is considered ‘brave’
3. Asking for help can open you up to be
humble

+1
+1

Well-being
Element

REPEAT ISLAND
+2
+1

Well-being
Element

HOW TO PLAY
Island box with
battle cards

GAMEPLAY

Palace

The game play is very simple. Each player mus take turns to roll the dice to move
ahead on the maze board in the game where landing on a blank step leads to next
person’s turn.

Board

Warrior
Pawns
Challenge Cards
Warrior Boards
& Element Coins

DEMON TRAPS

The demon’s
have unleashed
their wrath!
Skip a turn.

Demon traps are red steps set to attack warriors that make you move backwards, skip
turns or lose well-being coins as specified on the step.

Great job on
completing the
island. Collect a
well-being coin.

Power boosts are yellow steps that help the warriors gain well-being coins, move ahead
or roll the dice again as specified on the step.

Well-being Coins

PICK
PICK A
A
CHALLENGE
CHALLENGE
CARD
CARD

POWER-BOOSTS

CHALLENGE STEPS
Upon landing on this step, pick a card from your deck of challenge cards that are
placed on the warrior board and perform the task given.

ISLANDS
Volcano of
Doubt

One cannot skip the islands irrespective of the digits on the dice. Once you reach an
island roll the dice and pick the card in the box with the same digits to fight a battle.
Warrior elements are won after completing an island battle.

WIN CONDITION 1: PALACE
The game has 2 win conditions made to build anticipation through stroke of luck and
healthy choices in the game. The first player to go through all steps and reach the
palace gets +5 points followed by +4, +3 and +2 for those that follow.

WIN CONDITION 2: WELL-BEING
The palace points earned by reaching first, must be added to the total well-being coins
collected at the end of the game to find the winner.

